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Praising the Transcendent
Rilke’s Sonnets to Orpheus
Heidegger Hölderlin Heraclitus

Oh 2005 R. Lopez de Heredia Viña Tondonia Bianco Reserva!
It was to accompany pan-seared sea scallops in a vinagreta of grape seed oil, vinagre de Jerez,
chervil, chives and parsley from our garden. The previous bottle had been the best pairing to date.
But, the taste of the wine became everything. This fth and last 2005 from my cellar was unique,
similar to neither any of its siblings nor to any other wine. It was expected to be close to one a year
earlier. R. Lopez de Heredia wines are not released until ready for drinking; this one had 6 years in
barrel (made at the bodega from Appalachian Mountain oak), then 10 years in bottle. Although the
wine and food match worked the experience sublimated into the taste of the wine alone. The meal
plan arose in having fresh chervil. Scallops in this sauce is a wonderful way to enjoy fresh chervil..
The memory of the sauce more than the memory of previous bottles was the real origin. Nothing
happened as expected.
This experience is rare. And, indescribable. Unfamiliar questions gradually emerge beginning a
long, slow complicated exploration. One week later a memory inserted itself inside my
undiminished wonder about the taste. A casual wine tasting 50 years ago in a Fremont, CA wine
shop introduced this neophyte to wines named “Burgundy” and “Chablis” and varietals like
Zinfandel, without vintage dates, from local SF Bay area wineries — Wente, Weibel and Concannon. A
Rioja was included. Ten years later in a Lexington, KY wine shop a bottle startled me – “That’s the
same wine as that rst Rioja!” Memory had preserved the taste and the label image but not the name
— La Rioja Alta Viña Ardanza Reserva. The rst one might even have been from the same1959
vintage. Viña Ardanza Reserva established then a place on our dinner table and in the cellar. A
bottle of the original (and a few CA wines) went back to Boston where graduate school continued.
That the taste of that rst Rioja could persist as it has was not imagined.
What does the taste memory of that rst Rioja contribute to a learning process? Tasting the 2005
Tondonia Bianco rests upon far more complexity. Are the experiences as completely different as it at
rst appears? Although the questions arising start from single wines, they also expand, becoming
about taste more broadly and then to the role of taste in human existence.

Ascending / Transcendence – Hushed / Listening
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A companion for our unusual odyssey, Rainer Maria Rilke, was immersed in as well as sincerely
perplexed by the connection between human existence and the role that poetry has in our existence.
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Learning toTaste:

Da stieg ein Baum. O reine Übersteigung!
O Orpheus singt! O hoher Baum im Ohr!
There, ascended, a tree. Oh pure transcendence!
Oh Orpheus sings! Oh towering tree in the ear!1
Looking at that tree we are astonished. Rilke lived his entire life where trees are a de ning part of the
landscape. Does the rst phrase end with a period instead of an excited exclamation point to
underscore the usualness of a tree? But the usual becomes pure transcendence and then singing
and nally a profoundly enigmatic towering tree in our ear. I have always lived surrounded by trees,
few towering. Bottles of R. Lopez de Heredia Viña Tondonia Bianco Reserva now rest in my cellar
based on past experiences. The second taste of this bottle managed to whisper “This is not the
same!” Rilke’s word Übersteigung / transcendence names my experience. His rhyme inside the line
“… stieg…Über-steig-ung!” speaks words in harmony. A parallel rhyme pair is heard speaking
Stephen Mitchell’s “…ascended…transcendence!” in my modi cation of his translation above. The
usual, a tree or a Rioja, transcending out of the usual is not simple.
While Orpheus sings Rilke hears change…
Und alles schwieg. Doch selbst in der Verschweigung
ging neuer Anfang, Wink und Wandlung vor.
And all things hushed. Yet from that silence
appeared a new beginning, beckoning and transformation.
Within Rilke’s line a sound again repeats, …schwieg… Ver-schweig-ung… the same harmony as the
rst …ieg…eig…, a sound pattern very normal in German. Orpheus sings about a tree and all things
hush. Silence comes to a place that usually has noise –– when the beautiful sound of human singing
arises. Dasein (existence) is a sound made speaking Rilke’s native language. It names two things – a
place, Da = there and it names a something, Sein = Being. In that one place, right there, Being is
present. Being is recognized, experienced there in the ascended tree. Rilke became lled with
amazement in front of that tree, ascended right there in that place. The rst word Rilke speaks in that
place is an exclamation, a sound, “Oh!” This sound points to his own experience. Naming pure
transcendence brings questions. Is it the tree in that place that transcends? Is it Orpheus? Is it the
tree in our ear? Is it all of these? Are they connected to each other as are the harmonious sounds of
the words heard? Rilke, as poet, connects things unexpectedly – ascending / transcendence with
hushed / silence.
We start with: there, in that place, silence came. Everything hushed. In that quiet is a new
beginning. Transdormation. The German word Wink is connected to wink in English, naming no
1
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All translations from Sonnets to Orpheus are my own, drawing from translations by Stephen Mitchell, A. J. Poulin and
Robert Temple.
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His Duino Elegies and Sonnets to Orpheus contain his culminating explorations. The rst two lines of
Sonnets to Orpheus are a place to begin.

sound but rather a physical gesture seen –– it beckons, invites. The change that happens is – in this
place Being becomes present for us in a way that makes us notice. In that place Being winks at us,
inviting our attention. The 2005 R. Lopez de Heredia Viña Tondonia Bianco Reserva winked at me
invitingly. And possibly that rst La Rioja Alta Viña Ardanza Reserva also winked at me – when I was
as oblivious to any possible gesture of invitation. I had become slightly less oblivious to the wink of
a Tondonia Bianco Reserva. Previous experiences with a very small number of wines helped me be
more open to the gesture. And the rst thing I experienced was inner, wordless silence. I was, above
all, startled by the unexpected.2
Rilke describes the unusual situation in the next stanza. Creatures that exist by nature, in separation
and stillness uncharacteristically gathered in the clear, opened wood. Their silence at that moment
was not from their natural quietness for stealth or in fear. Not until the next stanza are we told it was
rather from Listening that their inner silence had arisen. Their own normal sounds – bellow, roar,
shriek – in that moment disappeared. Rilke here echoes legends about Orpheus. The ancient Greek
poet Simonides of Ceos said Orpheus' music and singing could charm the birds, sh and wild
beasts, coax the trees and rocks into dance and divert the course of rivers. Rilke says to Orpheus,
da schufst du ihnen Tempel im Gehör.
there you created for them a Temple of Hearing.
There in that place of natural sounds and silences the music and singing of Orpheus created an
open place for animals / beings to Listen. This Listening is fundamentally different from their usual
listening. The taste of that 2005 Viña Tondonia Bianco Reserva created for me a new beginning,
allowing me to experience taste in a transformed way. Had I been invited into a Temple of Taste?
What startled Orpheus and Rilke was looking at a single tree right there in that place right in front of
us. They were startled by a presence of something seen. This experience startled them and
changed them. It brought them out of a forgetting of / obliviousness to that different kind of seeing.
The creatures for whom Orpheus created a Temple of Hearing were given a space that allowed them
to be able to listen differently. Normally we remain inside our usual modes of seeing and hearing.
And, inside normal tasting, smelling and touching. The entrance to that Temple of Openness is
through our own transformed sense experience.

One thing right here grasped once
Sonnet Two tells us more about Orpheus’ music and song. A harmony lled with joy in song and lyre,
the sounds of words and music step before us. Song and music become present, attached to each
other, right there in front of us. But now Rilke is listening and it is Rilke’s joy. If creatures in the
woods can hush and then, changed, listen so can humans. We hear this connected presence already
in the pairs of words sharing the same inner sounds.
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There is a connection of this openness to the wink of such wines and the discussions of Contemplation in Chs. 1 & 2.
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Rilke describes his experience – a young woman made for herself a bed in his ear. The song sleeps
in him as does a dream. Her sleep was alles / everything…
Die Bäume, die ich je bewundert…
und jedes Staunen, das mich selbst betraf.
The trees I always marveled at…
and everything astonishing that I encountered by myself.
We already know a little about a tree Rilke marveled at. That song sleeping in him presents what
matters. The song in his sleep holds what is; it is alles / everything – each thing we have encountered
that astonishes us. That Viña Tondonia Bianco Reserva astonished me. It was in that moment
everything. Rilke wonders about the experience of encountering a thing this way. In the Duino Elegy
7 § 4 we hear:
Die Versunkenen suchen
immer noch Erde. Ihr Kinder, ein hiesig
einmal ergriffenes Ding gälte für viele.
Those immersed in searching to understand, keep seeking
earth. Children, one thing right here
authentically experienced, one time, suf ces completely.
Again we hear rhyming words Versunkenen / suchen – together. Connected sounds are pleasant to
hear but what they connect is more signi cant. Searchers for understanding of human existence,
seek their own grounding. We seek a place to stand, to remain in the midst of and –– there connect
to what is. We have discovered a place to encounter Being. One word we must listen to in this
passage is hiesig. Hiessig names in its most direct sense things local, things here in front of us rather
than in some remote, unfamiliar place. The word hiesig sounds similar to the German word hier /
here. Reversing the letters “i” and “e” as heard already in stieg / steig and schwieg / schweig, Hiesig
sounds like heiß / hot – a quality of something close enough to be felt. And the verb heißen can
mean to signify / call something by its name / a word (What do you call that tool in your hand?) .
Heißen can also refer to what calls to us, as that tree right there in front of Rilke called to him. It did
more than wink. The astonishing experience that touches us calls upon us to nd it to be what it is.
The experience Rilke names here is of a hiesig thing close enough to be ergriffenes / grasped, held.
It may be held only einmal / one time. In that experience we can begin to become grounded, to nd
our grounding in the midst of Being.
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The word pattern of two sounds related to each other heard in the Sonnets and in Duino Elegy 7
echoes a another pairing. The tree that ascended there in one place is grasped in a fundamental,
authentic way. The song / young woman that made its bed in Rilke’s ear is also fundamentally
grasped there. The connection is – we do the grasping when called upon in this way. Rilke asks
Orpheus how he, as singing God, perfects the song that makes one who hears it never want to
awaken. At the end of Sonnet 2 Rilke asks Orpheus – but really himself as poet – if he will discover
the leitmotiv before the song ends. The songs of the experience of Rilke’s tree and of my Tondonia

Bianco Reserva end –– despite our hope never to awaken. We do, however, discover the connecting
leitmotiv. That Tondonia Bianco was the latest of unexpected, rare but recurring taste experiences
that call to me in the same way. The sounds heard are connected and we who do listen are
connected to what calls to us.
Like a dream, the song of Orpheus comes to each of us alone. In his 1987 Nobel Lecture Joseph
Brodsky3 names a leitmotiv:
If art teaches anything (to the artist, in the rst place), it is the privateness of the human
condition. Being the most ancient as well as the most literal form of private enterprise, it
fosters in a person, knowingly or unwittingly, a sense of uniqueness, of individuality, of
separateness – thus turning us from a social animal into an autonomous “I”. Lots of things can
be shared: a bed, a piece of bread, convictions, a lover, but not a poem by Rainer Maria Rilke.
A work of art, of literature especially, and a poem in particular, addresses each of us tête-atête, entering with each into direct – free of any go-betweens – relations.
That separateness of the human condition pervades the Duino Elegies and the Sonnets to Orpheus.
We can have only our own, direct connection to the poems of Rilke. We cannot share that relation
with anyone. The Other also has a direct relation to the poetry that we cannot share, cannot
experience. My experience of the taste of that 2005 R. Lopez de Heredia Viña Tondonia Bianco
Reserva cannot be shared with anyone. Rilke’s experience of that tree ascended there in front of him
could not be shared. Rilke’s poetry built a Temple of Openness to the privateness of the human
condition for Brodsky. Orpheus’ singing built a Temple of Hearing for the creatures in the woods
who came out to Listen.
We can share a piece of bread. A bottle of wine can be shared. This sharing is usual in human
existence and of immense importance. That rst glass of Rioja years ago came in a social event.
Beginning to learn about wine is perhaps necessarily social. It is so helpful to begin describing what
one experiences in the tastes and also to listening to others, experienced and beginners, describing
their experiences. We build a path for ourselves as we learn with the help of others. At the simplest
this could be a list of wines liked. A longer path could include geographical detail, producer
information and annual growing conditions in various levels of complexity.

We begin to touch here a fundamental part of Rilke’s understanding of poetry’s connection to to the
human condition. Yes, a poem has a private, direct relation to something experienced privately by
the poet. But, the poet sings of that experience to others. Perhaps one should say, sings to the
Other. One grasps what the poet says only through one’s own private, direct connections to hiesig
things. We cannot share the experience of the other, and the other cannot share ours. Rilke looking
at that tree and my tasting that white Rioja are different experiences I am here connecting. The
creatures in the woods are different from us. Their listening to Orpheus’ singing sketches this
separateness from us. We have little sense of what hearing is like for them. We recognize that sound
matters to them. At the same time a sketch allows a connection between humans and other beings.
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See: https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/literature/1987/brodsky/lecture/
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Before we can consider the connection we must look still more carefully at the nature of the private,
direct experiences we have.

But when do we exist?
Rilke asks Orpheus in Sonnet 3 — a God can perfect a song that we want never to end –– tell me how
a human can follow a God through those narrow lyre strings? Human sensibility is split and there is
no Temple of Apollo (music) at that intersection. Orpheus has taught us, Rilke understands, song is
not what it is usually thought to be – not desiring – not asking, not wooing and eventually receiving
what was wished for. Rather …
Gesang ist Dasein. Für den Gott ein Leichtes.
Wann aber sind wir? Und wann wendet er
an unser Sein die Erde und die Sterne?
Song is Being. For a God it’s easy.
But when do we exist? And when did he pour
into our Being earth and stars?
For many art and wine share above all else the giving of pleasure. We pay attention to them because
we desire their pleasures. Our systematic approaches to things that offer pleasure help us to nd
wished for pleasures. This is a social activity of sharing with each other what has given pleasure.
Rilke moves outside this usual understanding. Instead…
Song is Dasein / Existence. Singing itself is existing right there / Sein da, in the direct experience of
that ascended tree. Rilke wonders how that tree found its way into his Being, into his own existence.
When we are able to Listen as the creatures in the woods listened in the Temple of Hearing –– in that
moment we exist. I poured 2007 Patrick Jasmin Côte-Rôtie into my glass but the taste was not the
usual. I did not analyze the pleasure experienced, did not compare the pleasure given to pleasures
from earlier Côte-Rôtie’s. It was instead a moment for me to exist, a transcendence of the usual. We
do not know when our own openness to this kind of experience was poured into us. We discover it
unexpectedly and directly. The Jasmin Côte-Rôtie was in my cellar because I had found the pleasure
given by previous bottles from this AOC. I knew about Jasmin as a producer and this vintage. I was
prepared to locate it within my own path-building of carefully exploring chosen wines. I was
expecting and indeed wanting to experience a ne wine, something well above the average quality
of a good everyday wine. The taste did not take me to that analytic judgment.
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I was lost. I expected to be comparing it to previous Côte-Rôtie’s. Was it in the same elegant style as
J. Vidal-Fleurie’s? More like a richer E, Guigal? The taste was pure. Not one of the typical questions
came to mind. An insightful description of the experience comes from Martin Heidegger. He named
a book Holzwege / Forest Paths. It is a word used by locals in the Black Forest where he grew up.
The word names paths created in a forest by woodcutters / Holzfäller. At the edge of a forest the rst
tree cut is made to fall away from the neighboring trees. A second falls through the opening created

by the rst. Step by step a path extends. Finding an opening at the edge of the forest one might
follow it only to discover it ends – nowhere. Reaching the open place at the end of a Holzweg gives
anyone expecting to reach a destination the sense of being lost. Heidegger and Rilke learned that
this unexpected experience of knowing neither where one is nor how to proceed stops us. It can be
a tree in front of us or trees removed in front of us. This can be the opening for transformation. I
was stopped by the taste of the Jasmin Côte-Rôtie. One might at that point turn around and re-trace
one’s steps back to the edge of the forest and to familiar places. In a forest the creatures who heard
not Holzfäller but Orpheus were changed and listened in that new beginning. One who has
moments that stop us, astonish us in this way, has moments that are entirely our own. They can be
with things seen like Rilke’s tree, or my rarest of wines, or a painting looked at or music heard. They
are, as Brodsky understands, private.
Silence is absence. Being lost is also an absence. In the elegy Brod und Wein / Bread and Wine
Friedrich Hölderlin4 asks:
und wozu Dichter in dürftiger Zeit?
and what are poets for in desperate times?
What are poets for? This is Rilke’s question. And ours What are poets for, asks Hölderlin in times
when we are unable to nd our way / desperate? How do we respond to the absence of a path? In
an essay Wozu Dichter? Heidegger listens to both Hölderlin and Rilke. Greek myth says that a god,
Hermes, gave humans the lyre but that a human, Orpheus, perfected it. In that space of silence in
the presence of an ascended tree, Orpheus sang. Humans, it seems, are able to connect to absence.
Heidegger listens to Hölderlin’s un nished hymn Mnemosyne / Memory5, written soon after the
elegy Bread and Wine:
Denn nicht vermögen
Die Himmlischen alles. Nämlich es reichen
Die Sterblichen eh an den Abgrund. Also wendet es sich…
Mit diesen.
. . . The heavenly powers
Cannot do everything. Speci cally, mortals
Reach sooner into the abyss. So the turn is…
With these.

5

Translations from Heidegger’s essay Wozu Dichter? are my own.
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My translation.
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Humans reach into the abyss / absence more readily. At the beginning of the Duino Elegies Rilke, on
the path he was building towards understanding his calling as poet, asked himself whether an Angel
would hear him when he cried out. Would any Angel even listen? Rilke cries out again at the
beginning of the Sonnets to Orpheus but now he is less lost. No longer hoping a heavenly power
might hear him he now listens to the song sung by a mortal, Orpheus.

To another late poem of Hölderlin, Heidegger again listens:
Voll Verdienst, doch dichterisch, wohnet
Der Mensch auf dieser Erde.
Fully meritorious, humans actually dwell
Poetically on this earth.
Rilke’s “Song is Dasein” is his way of saying …dichterisch, wohnet der Mensch…/ humans dwell
poetically. A lost human, searching to nd one’s way, searching to be grounded, that human
reaches into absence / Abgrund. For Hölderlin, Rilke and Heidegger we dwell here, on this earth,
we exist on this earth dichterisch / poetically. We are grounded by …ein hiesig einmal ergriffenes
Ding… by that one thing, right here, present, held in our grasp, once. We reach out rather than ask
to be given what we need. Heidegger says this in his words.
Sie bleiben, wenn wir ihr Wesen denken, dem Abwesen näher,
weil sie vom Anwesen … angegangen sind.
[Humans] remain, if we think their essence, closer to Absence
because they are touched by Presence.
The words Abwesen / Anwesen follow Rilke’s sound patterning for things connected. In this
connecting Heidegger is making a new beginning, having listened to Hölderlin and Rilke. Dwelling
poetically does include writing rhyming phrases. Poetry connects sounds. Those sounds / words can
share meaning also. Poetry, more fundamentally, is how we nd our own way to the essence of a
thing, our own way to have an experience of a thing as it is. We nd a thing in its essence right there
in front of us, grasped and held in our hand, even if only once. When we are touched by the
Presence of a thing the path taken to that place arose from Absence; a silence in the woods makes it
possible for beings to Listen. We are lost and then we nd the place where we are touched by a
thing as it is in the Open, in Absence. In this poetic dwelling we experience our own nature as the
beings able to be touched by Presence. We learn what kind of Beings we are. The shared sounds of
Abwesen / Anwesen resound in Absence / Presence and they share a connection to hiessig Being.
We learn about Being in our own direct, pure experiences. Here we have one more connected pair
of opposites so crucial to Rilke’s poetry. Being seems the most universal of concepts, of things we
grasp – as the German word for concept Begrif says directly. We grasp Being, hold it in our hand
and in that moment become aware of this connected pair of apparent opposites –– universal /
hiessig. In a place of Absence I was touched by the Presence of that Jasmin Côte-Rôtie. I was
touched by the Presence of the Tondonia Bianco. And in an even far more delicate way, touched by
a Viña Ardanza so many years ago.
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Read the expression on a child’s face

Grasping the universal in the individual is not simple. We should not, Rilke says, erect a monument
to Orpheus, as humans typically do for those who give us a gift as important as song itself. A
monument / Denkstein / stone statue to help us remember Orpheus is neither needed or useful. The
rose that blooms in spring is Orpheus. it is his metamorphosis into this single thing or that, this tree
ascending in front of us, singing, or the taste of that 2011 Domaine William Fevre Chablis Les Clos,
singing.
Sonnet 6 wonders if Orpheus is ein Hiessiger / one of us. No, he is not; his nature has grown from /
arisen from two realms.
Kundiger böge die Zweige der Weiden,
wer die Wurzeln der Weiden erfuhr.
One better bends the willow’s branches
who has experienced the roots of the Willow.
We can be touched, surprised, even astonished by the experience of something as familiar as the
growth of a normal, local rose we see bloom every year. Usually we are not. When that rose’s
appearance unexpectedly sings, the singing comes out of hiddenness, Absence and touches us as
from a diffferent, hidden realm. Those woodland creatures who came out of their own usual realm of
listening, walked into a separate realm, into Oepheus’ Temple of Hearing. Rilke’s rst, poetic,
description of the song of Orpheus was that the song itself was a soon-to-be young woman – still a
child. A blooming rose and a child share the Openness for connecting two realms – the familiar
branches seen and touched ascending out of the hidden roots of a tree.
The roots of things that grow call for Rilke’s attention again in Sonnet 12. A farmer works hard caring
for crops as they grow, but …
wo die Saat in Sommer sich verwandelt,
reicht er niemals hin. Die Erde schenkt.
where the seed in summer transforms itself
down there he never reaches. The Earth gifts that.
Seeds transform themselves into grain, into grapes or roses. The farmer, despite all the caring,
meritorious work done, never touches this self-transformation, this gift ascending from Nature’s
unseen roots.
Voller Apfel, Bime und Banane,
Stachelbeere . . . Alles dieses spricht
Tod und Leben in den Mund…Ich ahne...
Lest es einem Kind vom Angesicht,

fi

wenn es sie erschmeckt.

Plump apple, pear, banana,
Gooseberry… All these speak
Death and life inside the mouth…My intuition…
Read it in the expression on a child’s face
Savoring that taste

We should read in the child’s expression the pure joy of savoring the experience itself. That joy
comes into being from out of itself, mysteriously from Absence to Presence, so unexpectedly. Life
and Death in the mouth. We can no sooner reach down into that experience than a farmer can reach
down to seeds transforming themselves into grapes. The taste comes, in this experience, from far
away, a place we do not know.
Wird euch langsam namenlos irn Munde?
Wo sonst Worte waren, iessen Funde,
aus dem Frucht eisch überrascht befreit.

Does it arise for you slowly, nameless in your mouth?
Where words just had been, a owing discovery,
astonishingly freed from the esh of the fruit.

My rst taste of a 2011 Fevre Chablis Les Clos came to me from an unknown place, a far different
realm from any Chablis I had tasted. It came immediately, not slowly, as the taste Rilke recognizes in
a child’s expression. Someone might have read it in my expression. It was namenlos / name-less.
Tasting like no other wine that had been in my mouth it came without any name. Words describing
previous Chablis did not appear. That Presence was of something appearing for the rst time ever in
that place, Da / there in my mouth. Its Presence was preceded by Absence.
Rilke knows there are no words in that moment of rst Presence.
Wagt zu sagen, was ihr Apfel nennt.
Diese Süsse, die sich erst verdichtet,
um, im Schmecken leise aufgerichtet,
Dare to say what you call apple
This sweetness, that rst concentrates itself
There, in Taste gently establishing itself.
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Dare to speak a name for what is in our mouth. That taste does not arise with a name of its own.
Dare to make a sound with our own mouth, where the taste is. We struggle to give a name to what
we are tasting in that moment. The taste sich erst verdichtet, for the rst time, ever presented itself ––
Verdichtet / condenses / becomes solid as when a liquid becomes solid. A Presence that comes

Later my educated memory returned me to Kimmeridgean soil, composed of limestone, clay and
fossilized oyster shells, in which Chablis, emphatically a Grand Cru like Fevre Les Clos originates.
Years ago William Fevre opposed the expansion of the Chablis AOC speci cally because it meant
grapes coming from soils other than Kimmeridgean. They would not taste like Chablis. The word
Chablis, and better still Les Clos are names humans use to identify a speci c place where grapes
grow that produce a distinct wine taste. These words help us differentiate this wine from other wines.
They are part of the systematic path-building referred to earlier. Les Clos comes from only speci c
vineyards planted in Kimmeridgean soil. It is different from all other wines grown in Kimmeridgean
soil within the Chablis region. And Les Clos from Fevre tastes different from other producers’ Les
Clos. This use of words is, again, of great importance in developing one’s understanding of wines
and of taste experience more generally. With them one can nd the taste pleasures one prefers.
Rilke is telling us about something different. The critical issue is human connection to language.
When we dare to give a name to the rst experience we have of something we cannot be seeking to
distinguish it from any other thing. The name we give it is part of that private experience Brodsky,
Hölderlin, Heidegger and Rilke understand as dichterisch /poetic. Rilke reads this experience in the
expression of a child because that expression shares the character of coming into Presence for the
rst time. That rst experience comes out of Absence einmal / one time. It is always unexpected.
And Rilke says we must dare to give that experience a name. I know the taste in my mouth but still
have no name for that 2011 Fevre Les Clos.
Sonnet 6 tells us more about daring to give a name to things we experience. Let Orpheus praise
with names –– a ring made for our nger, a bowl… a 2005 Marqués de Murrieta Rioja Castillo Ygay
Gran Reserva Especial.
Rühmen, das ists! Ein zum Rühmen Bestellter,
ging er hervor wie das Erz aus des Steins
5chweigen.
Praising, that’s it! He was summoned for that,
and came to us like the ore from a stone's
silence.
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We are called to praise. That is our nature, who we are. We are called to praise what comes to
Presence for us in de nitive rst experiences. Giving a name is the praising in the same sense that
the rose blooming in spring is Orpheus. We praise things we grasp right here in our hands, a bowl
made by the hands of a potter. Praise that taste grasped in our mouth by giving it a name, Castillo
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from Absence. The connection to Hölderlin’’s dichterisch wohnet der Mensch is clear. A taste dwells
poetically in the experience of its rst appearing in our mouth. And we must dare to give it a name
for the rst time. Rilke tasted something new in his mouth as a child and gave it a name, apple. Did
an apple tree astonish Rilke at the beginning of the Sonnets? The word apple has its own meaning
because apple is what one calls that taste. The rst word that arose for me, arose far more slowly
than the taste itself. Mineral eventually arose, unspoken initially, only a sensation.

Ygay, made by a winemaker in Rioja. A contemporary of Rilke, Paul Cezanne said: “I want to astonish
Paris with an apple.”

Physis has the innate quality of uncanniness / Geheimlichkeit
One more essential part of what our experience of Presence and Absence speaks to us. The PreSocratic thinker Heraclitus heard long ago:.
Φύσις κρύπτεσθαι φιλε / Physis kryptesthai philei
Physis has the nature of remaining mysterious6
Heraclitus is searching, as Rilke, Heidegger and Hölderlin (always). These words reach for
understanding of what he has experienced directly and named Physis. The regular translation of
Physis is Nature –– the phenomena of the physical world collectively; esp. plants, animals, and other
features and products of the earth itself. Plants, animals, rocks, stars are different kinds of beings
encountered in Nature. Heraclitus is seeking understanding of the Being of those beings. He names
their Being, Physis.
Physis, as grasped by Heraclitus, includes concealment. This concealment is distinctive.
Concealment by humans is often, but not always a conscious act. The usual silence of animals in the
forest noted by Rilke is not intentional but nevertheless a most helpful instinct. The stealth and fear
of animals is, we say, part of their nature. This innate quality is closer to how Heraclitus understands
the natural tendency of Physis for concealment. Heraclitus describes Physis’ concealment as
brotherly / philei, as a normal companion. Or, perhaps, as Rilke asks of Orpheus, is Physis’
concealment something hiesig, something done by Beings naturally together, as we are, here, now?
In Plato’s Symposium, Socrates describes the love / philei of wisdon / sophos. The philosopher is not
one who has wisdom but rather, aware of one’s lack of wisdom, searches in order to become
attached to wisdom..
Heidegger connects the thinking of Heraclitus and Rilke on Presence and Absence by describing
coming to Presence as coming out of concealment into un-concealment. Then he immediately adds
…
das Anwesen sich zugleich verbirgt
Presence conceals itself at the same time
Being has the nature of both coming out of Concealment and of returning to its normal condition of
Concealment. The coming into Un-concealment and the returning to Concealment can be grasped,
Rilke has learned, in what is hiessig what is here, now for each of us in our own experiences that we
cannot share with anyone. The unexpected surprise of experiences tells us of this having come out
of concealment.

My translation with help from suggestions by DW Myatt.
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One more part of the line of Hölderlin’s poem inspired Heidegger –– humans both dwell on this
earth poetically and we are also here, hiessig, full of merit / Voll Verdienst. Verdienst / merit is
connected to the recognition that. because of service to others, one is to be honored. Plato started
describing his ideal city with the observation that we live in cities because none of us are adequately
self-suf cient. Living together allow us to specialize in things we are naturally inclined to do and
share those products with each other. For Heidegger, humans serve through building / Bauen.
Bauen includes both agriculture and architecture. The farmer / Bauer cultivates plants that on their
own produce food. Humans also construct things that only come into being because we make them
–– the pot made out of clay or the house made out of trees / Bäume. We see both kinds of building
in the culture of wine. Grapevines produce fruit that will transform itself into wine. The viticulturist
and the enologist build in the sense of perfecting these processes as the myth of Orpheus says he
perfected the lyre given to humans by the God Hermes. These processes of Nature, Heraclitus and
Rilke note, remain mysterious. A different myth, of the God Dionysus, credits him with the gift of
grapes that transform themselves into wine. The tree that astonished Rilke will not turn itself into any
of those Applachian Mountain Oak barrels that aged the Viña Tondonia Bianco; a cooper at the
winery does that. All of this service through building is full of merit.
This service brings things into Presence. In Sonnet 17 Rilke returns to the concealed.
Zu unterst der AIte, verworrn,
all der Erbauten
Wurzel, verborgener Born,
den sie nie schauten.
Deepest, old, intricate
Root of all built things
Concealed source
that they never see
The farmer / Bauer in building is closer to the source of all that builds but cannot reach down there
nor look at those intricate roots. We only see what ascends from down there. Or taste it. Out of
that mysterious, concealed source come …
Drangender Zweig an Zweig,
nirgends ein freier . . .
Einer! O steig...O steig…
Branches shoving each other
Nowhere one more free…
One! O ascend! O ascend!
Branches are, we know, brittle…
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Aber sie brechen noch.
Dieser erst oben doch

biegt sich zur Leier.
But they still break
That rst one above nally
Bends itself into a lyre.
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Rilke has led us from that astonishing tree full circle to the song praising as only we can. The
Presence of my last bottle of 2005 R. Lopez de Heredia Viña Tondonia Bianco Reserva touched me.
Its Presence came out of Absence, out of Concealment in one moment. A song of Dasein.

